Interfacial and Confined Colloidal Rod Diffusion.
Optical microscopy is used to measure translational and rotational diffusion of colloidal rods near a single wall, confined between parallel walls, and within quasi-2D porous media as a function of rod aspect ratio and aqueous solution ionic strength. Translational and rotational diffusivities are obtained as rod particles experience positions closer to boundaries and for larger aspect ratios. Models based on position dependent hydrodynamic interactions quantitatively capture diffusivities in all geometries and indicate particle-wall separations in agreement with independent estimates based on electrostatic interactions. Short-time translational diffusion in quasi-2D porous media is insensitive to porous media area fraction, which appears to arise from a balance of hydrodynamic hindrance and enhanced translation due to parallel alignment along surfaces. Findings in this work provide a basis to interpret and predict interfacial and confined colloidal rod transport relevant to biological, environmental, and synthetic material systems.